Quantifying the risk from ovine BSE and the impact of control strategies
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Although no naturally infected sheep with bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) has ever been discovered, it remains possible that BSE once infected the UK sheep population, has been transmitted between sheep, and is still present today. We constructed a mathematical model to assess the current maximum theoretical exposure to consumers from BSE-infected ovine material and to estimate the risk reduction that could be achieved by abattoir-based control options if BSE-infected sheep were ever found in the national flock. We predict that, if present, the exposure to consumers from a single BSE-infected sheep would be high: one sheep, close to the end of its incubation period, is likely to contribute 10–1000 times more infectious material than a fully infectious cow. Furthermore, 30% of this exposure comes from infectivity residing in lymphatic and peripheral tissue that cannot be completely removed from a carcass.

We are 95% confident that throughout Great Britain, no more than four sheep flocks currently harbour an ongoing BSE epidemic. However, since the exposure from a single infected sheep is high, the annual human exposure from four ‘typical’ BSE-infected flocks could be considerable. Small reductions in exposure could be achieved by strategies based on tissue testing, a 12-month age restriction or expanded definitions of high-risk tissues. A six-month age restriction is likely to be more effective and genotype-based strategies the most effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since a link was made between bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (vCJD; Collinge et al. 1996; Bruce et al. 1997; Hill et al. 1997; Scott et al. 1999), there has been concern that BSE may have infected sheep which were fed the same contaminated feed supplements that caused the BSE epidemic in cattle. Speculation has been driven by experimental results showing that scrapie are susceptible to BSE infection from intravenous, intracerebral (ic) and oral challenge (Foster et al. 2001a,b; Jeffrey et al. 2001; Houston et al. 2003). Furthermore, a natural case of BSE infection in a French goat has recently been confirmed (Froissart 2004), and preliminary results suggest that a second infected goat has been located in Scotland (DEFRA 2005). However, the Veterinary Laboratories Agency (VLA) has tested 2368 ovine TSE cases from 450 flocks reporting scrapie between 2001 and 2004, and none has shown a pattern clearly indicating a case of BSE (Stack et al. 2006). This is promising, but it must be noted that a recent study estimated that only 38% of farmers notice scrapie actually report it (Sivam et al. 2003, 2006).

Even if BSE did infect the sheep population, it is questionable whether further transmission from sheep to sheep would have occurred. Neither goat case provides any insight into the likelihood of ongoing transmission because both animals were alive before comprehensive feed bans were in place in their respective countries. However, it has recently been shown that natural transmission of BSE can occur between an experimentally infected mother and her lamb (Bellworthy et al. 2005a). Scrapie does transmit between sheep and the similarities in pathogenesis of these two diseases imply that horizontal transmission of ovine BSE is a real possibility. If further transmission has occurred naturally, it is most probable that the epidemic quickly died out or is still on the decline, but there is a remote possibility that we are at the start of an ovine BSE epidemic that will continue to grow (Ferguson et al. 2002; Kao et al. 2002).

Ovine susceptibility to TSEs is largely controlled by polymorphism at the gene encoding the prion protein (PrP; Clouscard et al. 1995; Hunter et al. 1996). The principal mutations associated with susceptibility to disease are located at codons 136 (alanine (A) or valine (V)), 154 (arginine (R) or histidine (H)) and 171 (glutamine (Q), R or H). The genotype most susceptible to BSE (ARQ/ARQ) is common in British flocks.

Why should we care about an outbreak of ovine BSE? One of the main concerns centres on the distribution of infectivity through sheep tissues. While infectivity in cattle is largely confined to the nervous system (Wells et al. 1998), the same is not true for sheep. BSE infectivity and disease-associated prion protein have been found to be widespread throughout the body of an infected sheep.
The magnitude of that reduction is controversial. Two scenarios are considered: a further reduction in infectivity by a factor of 10 and a further reduction by a factor of 100. In scenarios are considered: a further reduction in infectivity in these tissues before consumption. Asterisk, the processing of the manure-stripped duodenum and jejunum into sausage casings is assumed to result in a reduction in infectivity in each tissue. Tissue infectivity is estimated from results of mouse bioassay experiments and tests for disease-specific PrP in sheep with natural scrapie and experimental BSE (Hadlow et al. 1982; Andreoletti et al. 2000; van Keulen et al. 2000, 2002; Foster et al. 2001a; Bellworthy et al. 2005b). The processing of the manure-stripped duodenum and jejunal into sausage casings is assumed to result in a reduction in infectivity in these tissues before consumption. The magnitude of that reduction is controversial. Two scenarios are considered: a further reduction in infectivity by a factor of 10 and a further reduction by a factor of 100. In figure (b), the conservative factor 10 reduction is used.

(Foster et al. 2001b; Jeffrey et al. 2001; Ferguson et al. 2002; Bellworthy et al. 2005b; Gonzalez et al. 2005), even in the early stages of infection. Furthermore, a number of tissues that have been shown to carry infectivity are currently eaten by humans and cannot be completely removed from a sheep carcass.

The aim of this study is to quantify the exposure to consumers to BSE-infected sheep meat. We estimate the maximum number of flocks in Great Britain that could currently be harbouring BSE and the total infectious burden that these flocks could contribute to the human food chain. We also quantify the probable impact of a range of control options. This study collates data from a wide range of sources, including the 2002 anonymous scrapie postal survey (Sivam et al. 2003, 2006) and the Institute for Animal Health (IAH) farm-based scrapie flock survey (Baylis et al. 2000), and published data on studies of natural scrapie (Hadlow et al. 1982; Andreoletti et al. 2000; van Keulen et al. 2000, 2002) and experimental BSE (Foster et al. 2001b; Jeffrey et al. 2001; Ferguson et al. 2002; Houston et al. 2003; Bellworthy et al. 2005b; Gonzalez et al. 2005). These data are used to parametrize a mathematical model that tracks rising infectivity within infected sheep, sheep-to-sheep transmission within a flock and the rate at which sheep leave flocks to enter the food chain.

**Figure 1.** (a) Estimated infectious dose entering the food chain from one sheep over the course of an infection. (b) Inferred infectiousness of sheep by genotype. Infectivity entering the food chain per sheep is estimated by considering tissue weight, the proportion of each tissue that enters the food chain and infectivity in each tissue. Tissue infectivity is estimated from results of mouse bioassay experiments and tests for disease-specific PrP in sheep with natural scrapie and experimental BSE (Hadlow et al. 1982; Andreoletti et al. 2000; van Keulen et al. 2000, 2002; Foster et al. 2001a; Bellworthy et al. 2005b).

---

**Figure 2.** A within-flock model of TSE infection and disease progression. \( S \) represents the number of susceptible sheep in the flock aged \( i \). \( I_{i,j} \) represents the number of sheep in the flock that are aged \( i \) and have been infected for time \( j \). These two state variables are further subdivided by sex and genotype as shown in table 1.

**Figure 3.** Size and breeding status of flocks with a scrapie epidemic. Data from the 2002 anonymous scrapie postal survey, conducted by the VLA.
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Table 1. Sheep genotypes: prevalence, susceptibility and incubation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>genotype</th>
<th>prevalence of genotype (%)</th>
<th>susceptibility to intracerebral BSE challenge</th>
<th>mean incubation period after BSE intracerebral challenge (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARR/ARR</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>3/19</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR/Axx</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>3/24</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axx/Axx</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>19/21</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR/VRQ</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1/11</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axx/VRQ</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3/11</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRQ/VRQ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4/10</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Tongue et al. (2006).
\(^b\) Jeffrey et al. (2001), Houston et al. (2003) and Bellworthy et al. (2005b).

(a) BSE infectivity in a single sheep over the course of an infection

To estimate the infectivity in a single sheep over the course of a BSE infection, we collated published data on the distribution of infectivity and abnormal PrP in natural scrapie cases and experimental BSE cases. Genotype is a strong determinant of the progression of clinical disease within an animal, but no genotype-specific tissue data are available; so, in the models used here, infectivity accumulates as a function of the average incubation period. These estimates of tissue infectivity were combined with estimates of the tissue weight and the proportion of each tissue entering the human food chain to calculate the total exposure to humans from a single infected sheep.

(b) Within-flock spread of infectivity

We have created a difference equation model that simultaneously encapsulates both within-sheep and within-flock dynamics of sheep TSEs. The model has full age structure and a full description of the inheritance and impact of the PrP gene.

We have developed a new classification for TSE alleles that combines ARQ, ARH and AHQ into one group of alleles which we call Axx. This simplification of PrP genetics is similar to the NSP classification, except that it has a separate group for genotype VRQ/VRQ. It allows us to model the genetics of TSE susceptibility as a single-locus, three-allele system, where the three alleles are ARR, Axx and VRQ. Properties of the six resulting genotypes are described in table 1 and figure 1.

The model has three independent variables: time, \(t\); age, \(i\); and time since infection, \(\gamma\). There are two state variables: \(X_{g,j,i}(t)\), the number of susceptible sheep of genotype \(g\), age \(i\) and time since infection \(\gamma\); and \(Y_{g,j,i}(t)\), the number of infected sheep of genotype \(g\), age \(i\), infected for time \(\gamma\) and sex \(s\) at time \(t\). The model consists of a description of disease transmission and progression that is superimposed on a model of Mendelian inheritance of the PrP gene and the demography of a flock.

Data on the age (McLean et al. 1999) and genotype distribution of sheep in surveyed flocks were used to parametrize the genetics and demography. Sheep leave the flock to be slaughtered at an age and time-specific rate that was obtained from published slaughter statistics (DEFRA 2002). The auxiliary variable \(Y_{g,j,i}(t)\) describes infected sheep that enter the human food chain of genotype \(g\), age \(i\), infected for time \(\gamma\) and sex \(s\) at time \(t\). Variables, parameters and equations describing the model in more detail are presented in §§ 4 and 5 of the electronic supplementary material.

The model allows for both horizontal and vertical (including perinatal) transmission of BSE. Data on attack rates after experimental challenge of sheep with BSE were used to set the relative susceptibility of different genotypes (table 1) and the absolute transmission rate was set to give a within-flock epidemic that would yield 10 clinical cases of BSE in a flock of 1067 sheep in the ninth year of an epidemic. This size of epidemic is consistent with observations of scrapie-affected flocks (see figure 4 of electronic supplementary material).

Published results on the incubation period after intracerebral challenge were used to infer an incubation period for each genotype (Jeffrey et al. 2001; Houston et al. 2003; Bellworthy et al. 2005b). By analogy with scrapie (see table 4 of electronic supplementary material), we assume that natural BSE incubation periods are equal to the mean incubation period after intracerebral challenge plus 1 year (table 1). The distributions of incubation periods for each genotype follow a gamma distribution with shape parameter 7.3, which is equal to that calculated for the distribution of the age of reported scrapie cases (data from the VLA). This is consistent with the model’s assumption that most sheep get infected in the first few months of life. The rate of accumulation of infectivity within an infected sheep is inferred from the infectivity data in figure 1a and the incubation periods in table 1.

The model’s equations and parameters and detailed descriptions of parameter estimates are given in the electronic supplementary material. The model generates a dynamic description of the total burden of infectivity generated from one hypothetical flock into the human food chain as a BSE epidemic progresses.

(c) The number of BSE flocks

The clinical signs of scrapie and ovine BSE are indistinguishable, and it has been suggested that BSE has never been discovered in sheep because the endemic scrapie problem is masking BSE. The VLA tests reported sheep TSE cases for BSE. Samples from 2368 cases from 450 flocks (dating from 1 January 1998 to 31 May 2004) have been tested and none has shown a pattern clearly indicating BSE. This translates to a best estimate that no flocks are infected with BSE, but also provides an upper 95% confidence limit for the proportion of flocks with TSE cases that could be BSE as 0.66% (Stack et al. 2006).

It is important to distinguish flocks with an ongoing TSE epidemic (either BSE or scrapie) from those that have bought a TSE-infected animal that did not go on to ignite a within-flock epidemic. To estimate the number of flocks that could be harbouring an ongoing BSE epidemic, we analysed data from the 2002 scrapie postal survey. Such a flock is defined here as a holding that has had at least one case of homebred scrapie over the last year or at least two cases of scrapie in the last 5 years, of which at least one was homebred. We estimate
that, at present, there are approximately 580 flocks with an ongoing TSE epidemic (figure 3). In addition, there are another 1000 flocks that have seen scrapie over the last 5 years, but only in bought-in animals.

By combining these two calculations, we conclude that the upper 95% confidence interval (CI) for the maximum number of flocks harbouring a BSE epidemic is four. In what follows, we explore the impact of various risk reduction strategies if they were applied to four different BSE-infected flock models. The size and underlying demography of each of the four flocks are chosen to mimic four typical scrapie-affected flocks and are described in table 2 of the electronic supplementary material.

3. RESULTS

(a) The exposure from a single sheep
Collated data from experimental BSE infections and natural scrapie infections imply that the infectious burden in sheep infected with either TSE rises rapidly after infection and is high in peripheral tissues (see figure 1a and the electronic supplementary material, §3.3). Data from experimental BSE infections are largely qualitative and for quantitative measures, Hadlow’s data on natural scrapie infections (Hadlow et al. 1982) remain the best available source of information. Although extrapolation from scrapie to BSE introduces inaccuracies, it is clear that BSE-infected sheep carry a large burden of infectivity in a wide array of tissues. Many of the tissues that carry infectivity currently enter the human food chain (see table 10 of electronic supplementary material) and some of the most heavily infected tissues are located within the muscle tissue that could not conceivably be wholly removed from a carcass. Recent studies indicate that there is also pathogenic prion protein (PrPSc) in blood (Houston et al. 2000; Hunter et al. 2002; Siso et al. 2006) and muscle tissue (Andreolli et al. 2004).

Current legislation prevents certain ovine specified risk material (SRM) from entering the food chain. The tissues currently banned are the brain, eyes, spinal cord and tonsils of sheep over 12 months, and the spleen and ileum of all sheep. Some of the remaining tissues that carry infectivity are not used in human food. However, a number of tissues that would carry infectivity do enter the human food chain—the lymph nodes, liver, pancreas, peripheral nervous system (PNS), the duodenum and jejunum of the small intestine, and the rumen and reticulum of the stomach. It is the potential for such tissues to carry ovine BSE into the human food chain that we estimate here. This report does not consider the exposure from blood or muscle tissue as the infectivity of such tissues has never been quantified.

We have estimated that one infected sheep, two-thirds of its way through the incubation period, would contribute around 2.3 million murine IC ID50s to the food chain under current SRM legislation. The majority of this can be attributed to the exposure from lymph nodes (1.1 million) and intestines (1.2 million). At six months post-infection, the exposure from a single sheep of genotype Axx/Axx is 0.23 million murine IC ID50s. At this stage, the intestines (129 000 IC ID50s), lymph nodes (62 000 IC ID50s) and the liver (11 000 IC ID50s) are the most infectious.

How does this compare to the human exposure from cattle? One report (Comer & Huntly 2004) states that, at present, the exposure from one fully infectious cow would be approximately 27 bovine oral ID50s. Titration experiments, challenging mice (intracerebrally) and cattle (orally) with CNS tissue from naturally infected cattle provide some guide to the conversion rate between bovine oral ID50s and murine IC ID50s. Murine IC titres have been shown to vary between $10^3$ and $10^6$ ID50s g$^{-1}$ CNS tissue and bovine oral titres are estimated to be 10 ID50s g$^{-1}$ CNS tissue (SSC 2000). These figures suggest that to convert from bovine oral ID50s to murine IC ID50s requires an increase by 2–4 orders of magnitude. Even if we assume the most conservative estimate, an increase by four orders of magnitude, the infectivity from one cow corresponds to 0.27 million murine IC ID50s. This is 10 times less than the exposure from the sheep. To further put these figures into perspective, the total exposure from cattle in 2006 is estimated at around 50 bovine oral ID50s (Ferguson & Donnelly 2003; 0.005–0.5 million murine IC ID50s). Comparisons of this sort must be viewed in light of the uncertainties that remain in estimating not only the conversion rate between bovine and murine titres, but also the absolute exposure from cattle.

(b) Exposure from four BSE-infected flocks
Based upon results from testing reported scrapie cases for BSE, and from data provided in the scrapie postal survey, we report that the upper 95% CI estimate for the number of flocks in Great Britain with a BSE epidemic is four. Using our model, four ‘typical’ TSE-infected flocks would contribute around 20–30 million murine IC ID50s to the food chain each year (table 2). The vast majority of this comes from the single largest flock (see table 2 of electronic supplementary material). The estimated total exposure from cattle since 1980, of 54 million bovine oral ID50s (Comer & Huntly 2004; 5400–540 000 million murine IC ID50s), indicates that the yearly exposure from BSE-infected sheep flocks is 0.005–0.5% of the total exposure from cattle since 1980 if it is present at all.

(c) Impact of risk reduction strategies on four infected flocks
If BSE were discovered in the national sheep flock, what more could be done to protect consumers? In what follows, we consider the impact of various strategies that could be implemented at the abattoir level: PrPSc tests, age restrictions, tighter tissue-based controls and genotype-based exclusion (table 2). Of these options, PrPSc testing, tightened SRM legislation and a 12-month age restriction perform the worst. A six-month age restriction has intermediate impact, and genotyping strategies that involve exclusion of all but the most resistant genotypes (those carrying an ARR allele) perform the best. Even under these controls, the exposure from four sheep flocks is likely to be equivalent to the current exposure from the UK cattle population.

We have also estimated the risk reduction achieved under combinations of these strategies, the most effective of which would be a tight genotype and age-based restriction combined with stricter SRM legislation.

(i) PrPSc testing (strategies 1 and 2)
Strategies 1 and 2 involve testing sheep brains for PrPSc. Inevitably, the impact of such a strategy is directly linked to the sensitivity of the test used. Published data on testing infected sheep brains for PrPSc indicate that such tests

perform poorly in the early stages of infection; the earliest that PrPSc has been detected in a TSE-infected brain is at 9–10 months post-infection (Androeletti et al. 2000; van Keulen et al. 2002), while in the same experiments, PrPSc was detected in lymph nodes at only 2–3 months post-infection. Based on published data (Jeffrey et al. 2001; van Keulen et al. 2002; Bellworthy et al. 2005b), we make conservative estimates of test sensitivity (see table 7 of electronic supplementary material) that are reflected in poor performance from these strategies, reducing the infectious load entering the food chain from four flocks by around 60%.

(ii) Tighter SRM (strategy 3)
We have considered the impact of tightening the SRM legislation to span a wider range of tissues that pose a potential risk to consumers at present. In practice, not all infectious tissues could be removed from a carcass. The PNS and the lymphoreticular system extend throughout the carcass and full removal would be costly, if not impossible.

Here, we model the risk reduction that is achieved by adding the liver, pancreas, stomach, intestines and 30% of the lymph nodes to the list of SRM. Under this assumption, the exposure from a single sheep, two-thirds of its way through an infection, would drop from 2.3 to 0.8 million murine ic ID50s. Most of this reduction is attributable to the further removal of the intestines and lymph nodes. The exposure from a six-month infected Axx/Axx sheep would drop from 0.20 to 0.04 million murine ic ID50s. At this age, removal of the liver is also significant.

The exposure from four flocks, under this tightened SRM strategy, is reduced by 72%. The residual 28% results from the difficulty in removing the PNS and all the lymph nodes, both of which have a high level of infectivity, particularly later on in the incubation period.

(iii) Age restrictions (strategies 4 and 5)
We modelled the impact of age restrictions that prevent sheep over 12 or 6 months from entering the human food chain. These strategies would reduce the infectious load from four flocks by 63 and 93%, respectively. These strategies perform poorly because Axx homozygous sheep (27% of the UK flock) are easily infected and have a short incubation period. They are therefore likely to bear a heavy burden of infectivity by six months of age. At 12 months of age, these sheep are likely to be nearly halfway through their incubation period and harbouring 1.1 million murine ic ID50s.

(iv) Genotyping combined with age restrictions
Sheep genotype confers susceptibility to TSE infection and affects the time from infection to onset of clinical disease. Sheep of different genotypes thus pose different levels of risk to consumers. Possible control options could restrict the genotypes that may enter the food chain.

Eat only ARR/ARR (all ages) and AXX/—under 12 months (strategies 6–8). The ARR allele has long been associated with resistance to ovine TSEs. No ARR homozygous sheep has yet been discovered with clinical scrapie, though a number of atypical scrapie infections have been found in sheep with this genotype (Everest et al. 2006), and experiments suggest they are also the least susceptible to BSE. We have modelled the impact of a control option that involves allowing only ARR homozygous sheep (all ages) and ARR heterozygous sheep that are under 12 months old into the food chain. In the event that ARR homozygotes are completely resistant, there is a 99.8% risk reduction, making it one of the more effective strategies considered here. It is, however, still not perfect because ARR heterozygotes are susceptible and could pose a risk, even before 12 months of age.

It is debatable whether or not ARR homozygous sheep would, in fact, be resistant to BSE under natural circumstances as oral and intracerebral challenges have proved successful (Houston et al. 2003; Gonzalez et al. 2005; Androeletti et al. 2006). Clearly, this control option is less effective if ARR homozygotes are susceptible to natural infection. This is reflected in a less promising
estimate that the exposure is reduced by only 93% under the assumption that these sheep are marginally more resistant than ARR/Axx sheep and have an average incubation period of 4 years.

If genotype testing were imperfect (so that a percentage of sheep of other genotypes were mistakenly allowed into the human food chain), then these strategies become significantly less effective (strategies 7 and 8).

Eat ARR/ARR under 18 months and ARR/* under six months (strategy 9). A tighter genotyping strategy could also include an age restriction of, say, 18 months on ARR homozygotes and six months on ARR heterozygotes. This would be more effective, reducing the exposure by 99.9 and 99.6%, to 0.01 and 0.10 million murine ic ID50s, if homozygous sheep are resistant and susceptible, respectively. These figures lie within the estimated range for the total exposure from cattle in 2006, 0.005–0.5 million murine ic ID50s.

(v) Combination strategies (strategies 10–13)
Not surprisingly, combination strategies are more effective than single strategies. We considered four strategies that combined maximum SRM removal with age and genotype restrictions. The tightest of these (strategy 13) allows only ARR homozygotes under 18 months and ARR heterozygotes under six months into the food chain and further imposes a maximum realistic SRM removal scheme. If ARR homozygotes are completely resistant to BSE infection, then this strategy reduces infectivity in the human food chain by four orders of magnitude. The strategy has 10-fold less impact if ARR homozygotes are somewhat susceptible.

4. DISCUSSION
We estimate that there are at most only four flocks currently harbouring a BSE epidemic in Britain, but that even a single BSE-infected sheep could pose a considerable risk to consumers, contributing 10–1000 times as much infectivity in the human food chain as a fully infectious cow. Furthermore, 30% of the exposure from sheep comes from infectivity residing in lymph nodes and the PNS—tissues that cannot feasibly be entirely removed from a carcass.

The exposure from four ‘typical’ BSE-infected sheep flocks each year could be considerable. Our models predict that only a small reduction in exposure could be achieved by a PrPSc-testing based strategy, a 12-month age restriction or a tightened tissue-based strategy. A six-month age restriction is likely to be more effective and genotype-based strategies, which allow only the most resistant genotypes to enter the food chain, will achieve the greatest reduction in risk to consumers.

All the options discussed here are currently under consideration by the authorities in contingency planning for the event that ovine BSE is discovered. Such decisions, however, must also take into account the predicted cost and feasibility of different plans. Genotyping all sheep in the UK would be extremely expensive, if at all possible or accurate, on such a large scale. Furthermore, it would remove a high proportion of sheep from the food chain, which would also be the disadvantage of having a strict age-based cut-off. Testing sheep for PrPSc would be less expensive overall as it would not waste vast numbers of uninfected sheep. Tighter SRM-based strategies are also likely to be relatively cheap since only an extension of the existing SRM procedure would be required.

Our calculations rest upon a straightforward mathematical model, but are necessarily data hungry in a situation where not all the relevant data have yet been gathered. The modelling exercise-usefully highlights the most glaring gaps in our knowledge. For calculating the infectious load produced by a BSE-infected sheep flock, the most important new data would be quantified BSE infectivity in different tissues in sheep of different genotypes at 6 and 12 months of age (after infection very close to birth). For comparisons of the impact of different risk reduction strategies, information on the sensitivity of proposed tests by genotype, tissue and time since infection would be particularly useful. The comparative risk of ovine and bovine BSE requires further analysis of the conversion rate from bovine oral ID50s to murine ic ID50s. The range used here of 2–4 orders of magnitude probably does not reflect all of the uncertainty surrounding this estimate. Furthermore, comparisons between the exposure from bovine and ovine BSE must be viewed in the light of the uncertainties surrounding estimates of the exposure from cattle.

Although gaps exist in our detailed knowledge of the dynamics of BSE infectious load in infected sheep, our conclusions are robust to the uncertainties that remain and provide best estimates of the exposure from ovine BSE and the effectiveness of control options which can be used in contingency planning. This is the only study that assesses the impact of genotype-based strategies and compares them with other options.

Our main conclusion is that we should remain vigilant of ovine BSE, simply because even a single recently infected sheep is likely to harbour considerable infectivity throughout the carcass, including in tissues that could not feasibly be removed at the abattoir. Furthermore, despite much positive news in recent years, a slowly developing ovine BSE epidemic is not inconceivable and the genotype of sheep that would most easily be infected and in which disease progresses most quickly is very common in our sheep flocks.
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